Using a Reference Domain Ontology for Developing a Software Measurement Strategy for High Maturity Organizations
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Abstract — Software measurement is a key process for software process improvement (SPI). Measurement provides useful information for organizations making decisions that impact their business performance. At high maturity levels, such as CMMI levels 4 and 5, SPI involves carrying out statistical process control (SPC), which requires measures and data suitable for this context. However, measurement problems are pointed as one of the main obstacles for a successful implementation of SPC in SPI efforts. With this scenario in mind, we proposed a strategy to help software organizations prepare themselves regarding measurement aspects in order to implement SPC. The strategy is made of three components. One of them is a reference software measurement ontology. In this paper, we discuss how this ontology helped us to develop the other components and how the use of these components aided to evaluate the conceptualization defined by the ontology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, software measurement is recognized as a crucial process for software project management and software process improvement. Measurement provides useful data for organizations to analyze their performance, guiding both decision-making and daily activities. Successful organizations use measurement as part of their day-to-day activities [1]. Depending on its maturity level, a software organization can perform measurement in different ways. At initial maturity levels, such as CMMI (Capability Maturity Model Integration) levels 2 and 3, the focus is on supporting management information needs [2]. At high maturity levels, such as CMMI levels 4 and 5, measurement should be performed for the purpose of statistical process control (SPC), in order to understand the process behavior and to support process improvement efforts [2, 3].

Taking into account this scenario, we started to work on a strategy to support software organizations to obtain and maintain measurement repositories suitable for SPC, as well as to perform measurements appropriately in this context. Initially, the strategy would be composed by two components: (i) an Instrument for Evaluating the Suitability of a Measurement Repository for SPC (IEMSR), which goal is to evaluate existing measurement repositories and to determine their suitability for SPC, identifying corrective actions, when necessary; and (ii) a Body of Recommendations for Software Measurement (BRSM), which aims to provide guidelines regarding how to perform measurement suitable for SPC.

When we started to work on the strategy, we noticed that we needed a common vocabulary about software measurement to be used. Unfortunately, in spite of the fact that there are some standards and proposals devoted specifically to measurement, such as ISO/IEC 15939 [4] and PSM [1], the vocabulary used by them, and as a consequence by software organizations, is diverse [5]. Very often, the same concept is designated by different terms in different proposals. Other times, the same term refers to different concepts. Besides, the proposals do not address measurement high maturity aspects satisfactorily. As a consequence, some concepts we needed could not be found in these proposals.

In order to deal with these problems, we added a third component to the strategy: the Reference Software Measurement Ontology (RSMO), which aims to capture the conceptualization involved in this domain, including traditional and high maturity aspects of software measurement. RSMO is a domain reference ontology. As a domain ontology, it can be used for human communication, providing knowledge and promoting common understanding. As a reference ontology, it is developed with the sole objective of making the best possible description of the domain in reality, with regard to a certain level of granularity and viewpoint [6].

By adding the RSMO to the strategy, we established a synergy between its components. In one hand, RSMO provided the common vocabulary and knowledge used in the other two components and improved some aspects of their definition. On the other hand, the use of the IESMR and the BRSM in real situations served as an additional means of evaluation of the RSMO.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the synergy between the components. Our focus here is to show how the use of the RSMO helped us developing the strategy, and to discuss how applying the strategy in real cases served as an additional evaluation of the RSMO.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II talks briefly about software measurement. Section III presents an overview of the strategy. Section IV discusses the use of RSMO for defining the other components of the strategy and the synergy between them. Section V discusses the evaluation of the components. Section VI discusses some related work. Finally, Section VII presents our conclusions and future work.
II. SOFTWARE MEASUREMENT

Software measurement is a primary tool for managing software life cycle activities, assessing the feasibility of project plans, and monitoring the adherence of project activities to those plans. It is also a key discipline for evaluating the quality of software products and the capability of organizational software processes. The software measurement process includes, among others, the following activities: planning the measurement process, performing the measurement process, and evaluating the measurement process [4].

For performing software measurement, initially, an organization must plan it. Based on its goals, the organization has to define which entities (processes, products and so on) are to be considered for software measurement and which of their properties (size, cost, time, etc.) are to be measured. The organization has also to define which measures are to be used to quantify those elements. For each measure, an operational definition should be specified, indicating, among others, how the measure must be collected and analyzed. Once planned, measurement can start. Measurement execution involves collecting data for the defined measures, according to their operational definitions. Once data are collected, they should be analyzed, also following the guidelines established by the corresponding operational definitions. Finally, the measurement process and its products should be evaluated in order to identify potential improvements.

As said before, software measurement is performed in different ways according to the organization’s maturity level. At initial levels traditional measurement occurs, consisting basically in collecting data from projects and comparing them with their planned values. At high maturity levels, traditional measurement is not enough. It is necessary to carry out statistical process control in order to know the process behavior, determine their performance in previous executions, and predict their performance in current and future projects, verifying if they are able to achieve the established goals [2].

SPC uses a set of statistical techniques to determine if a process is under control, considering the statistical point of view. A process is under control if its behavior is stable, i.e., if their variations are within the expected limits, calculated from historical data. The behavior of a process is described by data collected for performance measures defined to the process.

A process under control is a stable process and, as such, has repeatable behavior. Consequently, it is possible to predict its performance in future executions and, thus, to prepare achievable plans and to improve the process continuously. On the other hand, a process that varies beyond the expected limits is an unstable process and the causes of these variations (said special causes) must be investigated and addressed by improvement actions, in order to stabilize the process. Once the processes are stable, their levels of variation can be established and sustained, being possible to predict their results. Thus, it is also possible to identify the processes that are capable of achieving the established goals and the processes that are failing in meeting the goals. In this case, actions to change the process in order to make it capable should be carried out [3].

III. A STRATEGY FOR SOFTWARE MEASUREMENT AIMING AT STATISTICAL PROCESS CONTROL

The strategy is made up of three components: the Reference Software Measurement Ontology (RSMO), the Instrument for Evaluating the Suitability of a Measurement Repository for SPC (IESMR), and the Body of Recommendations for Software Measurement (BRSM). The strategy target are software organizations that are interested in implementing SPC. These organizations are generally in one of the following scenarios: (i) organizations that have already achieved an initial maturity level or (ii) organizations that are starting a SPI program. In the first case, organizations want to use measures and data previously collected along the initial levels in SPC. In the second case, there are organizations that, although are starting a SPI program, intend to build a measurement repository and perform measurement suitable for SPC since the initial levels.

Organizations that have already a measurement repository can use, as a reactive approach, the IESMR in order to evaluate and adapt, when possible, their measurement repositories for SPC. On the other hand, as a proactive approach, organizations that are starting SPI programs can use the knowledge provided by RSMO and the recommendations provided by BRSM for building a measurement repository, elaborating a measurement plan and carrying out measurements suitable for SPC.

Since an organization starts doing SPC, new data will be collected and, sometimes, new measures will be defined. Therefore, the strategy can be used continuously, aiming to maintain the suitability of the measurement repository for SPC. In other words, organizations can continuously use RSMO and BRSM as a source of knowledge for defining new measures and carrying out measurements. They can also use IESMR as a support for evaluating the measurement repository, when it changes.

Following, the components of the strategy are presented. Since the purpose of this paper is discuss the use of RSMO and the synergy between the strategy’s components, details about each component are not discussed here.

A. The Reference Software Measurement Ontology

RSMO was developed based on the vocabulary used in several standards (such as CMMI [2], ISO/IEC 15939 [4], PSM [1], and IEEE Std. 1061 [7]) and on specific requirements of software measurement at high maturity levels, which were identified in a study based on systematic review of the literature. Besides, since ideally reference domain ontologies should be built based on foundational ontologies [6], RSMO was built based on the Unified Foundational Ontology (UFO) [8, 9]. In this paper we do not
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been used for the last ten years in the development of a number of domain ontologies in areas ranging from Harbor Management to Software Process to Electrocardiogram domain. SABiO prescribes an iterative process comprising the following activities: (i) purpose identification and requirement specification that concerns to clearly identify the ontology purpose and its intended uses, i.e., the competence of the ontology by means of competency questions; (ii) ontology capture, when relevant concepts, relations, properties and constraints should be identified and organized; (iii) ontology formalization, which comprises the definition of formal axioms in First-Order Logic; (iv) integration of existing ontologies, which involves searching for existing ontologies that can be reused; (v) ontology evaluation, for identifying inconsistencies as well as verifying the truthfulness with the ontology purpose; and (vi) ontology documentation.

RSMO is divided into six sub-ontologies. The Measurable Entities & Measures sub-ontology is the core of the RSMO. It treats the entities that can be submitted to the measurement, their properties that can be measured, and the measures used to measure them. The Measurement Goals sub-ontology deals with the alignment of measurement to organizational goals. The Operational Definition of Measures sub-ontology addresses the detailed definition of operational aspects of measures, including data collection and analysis. The Software Measurement sub-ontology refers to the measurement per se, i.e., collecting and storing data for measures. The Measurement Results sub-ontology deals with the analysis of the collected data for getting information to support decision making. Finally, the Software Process Behavior sub-ontology refers to applying the measurement results in the analysis of the behavior of the organizational software processes. Figures 1 and 2 show fragments of RSMO regarding basic concepts. Figure 3 shows a fragment of RSMO including some concepts regarding measurement at high maturity levels. In order not to visually pollute the models, some relations were omitted.

In the Figure 1, a Measurable Entity is anything that can be measured, such as processes, artifacts, projects and resources. Measurable entities can be classified according to types (Measurable Entity Type). For instance, process is a type of measurable entity. A measurable entity type indicates which measurable elements can be used to measure entities of this type. Measurable Element is a property of a measurable entity type through which measurable entities of this type can be described (e.g., size, cost). Measurable elements are quantified by measures. A Measure is an instrument that is used to associate a value to a measurable element, regarding to a measurable entity. Organizations carry out measurement to achieve their goals and/or to meet their information needs. A Goal expresses the intention for which actions are planned and performed. In the context of software measurement, a goal can be, among others, a Business Goal (e.g., “increase 10% the number of clients”) or a Measurement Goal (e.g., “monitor the critical processes behavior”). Information Needs are identified from goals and they are met by measures. An organization with the goal of “improving the adherence to projects plans” can, for example, take as information needs “get to know the requirements stability after their approval by the client”. This information need could be attended by the measure “requirements changing rate”. Measures can be used in order to indicate the achievement of goals. In this case, measure plays the role of an indicator. Considering the example cited above, if the measure “requirements changing rate” is used for monitoring the achievement of the goal “to improve the adherence to projects plans”, then, in this context, it is an indicator.

During the development of the RSMO, we identified several constraints which could not be captured by the diagrams. Therefore, we defined axioms to make them explicit. For instance, we defined an axiom to make explicit that if a measurable entity men is an instance of the measurable entity type t and t is characterized by the measurable element mel, then mel also characterizes men.

\[(\forall men \in \text{MeasurableEntity}, t \in \text{MeasurableEntityType}, mel \in \text{MeasurableElement} \implies (\text{isInstanceOf(men, t) } \land \text{characterizes(mel, t)}) \implies \text{characterizes(mel, men)}) \]
In Figure 2, an Operational Definition of Measure (ODM) details some aspects related to the collection and analysis of a Measure in an Organization. An organization establishes ODMs taking into account Measurement Goals. An ODM should indicate: (i) the procedures to be followed in order to guide data collection and analysis (Measurement Procedure and Measurement Analysis Procedure, respectively); (ii) the moment when measurement should occur (measurement moment) and the moment when collected data for a measure should be analyzed (analysis moment). These moments are established in terms of the activities (Standard Activity) of the software process during which measurement and analysis should occur (e.g., Requirements Specification Approval); (iii) the frequency with which measurement (measurement periodicity) and measurement analysis (analysis periodicity) should be performed (e.g., monthly, weekly, in each occurrence of the activity designated as measurement moment); (iv) the organizational role (Human Resource Role) responsible for performing the measurement (responsible for measurement) (e.g., requirements engineer), and the responsible for analyzing the collected data for the measure (responsible for measurement analysis).

In Figure 3, Measurement is an action performed to measure a Measurable Element of a Measurable Entity by applying a Measure, obtaining a Measurement Result. Measurement results are analyzed during Measurement Analysis, which adopts Analytical Methods. In a Measurement Analysis that adopts a Statistical Control Method, it is possible to identify a Process Performance Baseline, established in relation to a Measure for a Stable Standard Software Process. A Stable Standard Software Process is a Standard Software Process with stable behavior, i.e., it is a Standard Software Process that has at least one Process Performance Baseline.

A Process Performance Baseline is identified from twenty or more Measurement Results. It is the range of results achieved by a Stable Standard Software Process, obtained from measured values of a particular Measure. A Specified Process Performance, in turn, is the range of values that describes the desired results of a Standard Software Process, considering a particular Measure.

Process Capability characterizes the ability of a Stable Standard Software Process to achieve the Process Performance Specified for it, considering a particular Measure. Process Capability is obtained from a Process Performance Baseline and it is calculated in relation to a Specified Process Performance. When the Process Capability reveals that the process is capable of achieving the expected performance, we have a Capable Standard Software Process.

B. The Instrument for Evaluating the Suitability of a Measurement Repository for SPC

The IESMR is composed by four checklists that are used for evaluating the following items: measurement plan, measurement repository structure, measures and collected data. In each checklist, there is a set of requirements that must be satisfied in order to use the corresponding item in SPC. These requirements were identified from a study based on systematic review of the literature and they were refined considering the results of three practical experiences with previous versions of the IESMR. These practical experiences allowed us to evolve the IESMR until its current version. Information regarding the development and evolution of IESMR is presented in [14].

The evaluation of an item against each requirement present on the checklists can produce one of the following results: (i) Satisfied (S), which means that the item satisfies totally the requirement and no corrective action is necessary; (ii) Largely Satisfied (LS), Reasonably Satisfied (RS) or Precariously Satisfied (PS), which means that the item does not completely satisfy the requirement, but it is possible to take actions to adapt it in order to satisfy the requirement and, consequently, to allow the use of the evaluated item in SPC. The level of satisfaction (largely, reasonably or precariously) is related to the effort required to perform the actions (the more effort is necessary, the lower the satisfaction level will be); and (iii) Dissatisfied (D), meaning that the item does not satisfy the requirement and there are no possible actions to adapt it for being used in SPC.

When the result of the evaluation of a requirement is Largely Satisfied, Reasonably Satisfied or Precariously Satisfied, Actions for Suitability are suggested. These actions are guidelines for correcting the item so that it can be used in SPC. When the result is Dissatisfied, recommendations of the Body of Recommendations for Software Measurement can be used to rebuild the item. Figure 4 shows an overview of the IESMR.

The IESMR content includes, in addition to the checklists, detailed requirements descriptions, guidelines for evaluating each requirement according to the possible results of evaluation, and actions for suitability. The results of an evaluation are recorded in a document called Evaluation Diagnosis. It includes the detailed evaluation of each item, the actions for suitability suggested, and the degree of suitability of the measurement repository for SPC. The
The degree of suitability is informed as a percentage and calculated using Fuzzy Logic (see [14]).

A fragment of the checklist used to evaluate a measure is shown in the Table 1. Each requirement has a description. For instance, the description of the requirement “The measure has appropriate granularity level” is: “The granularity level of a measure must allow daily monitoring of projects. For this, the measure must be related to short activities or processes, which usually are performed several times during a project”.

Besides, in order to guide the evaluation, for each requirement, we provided a description of what a possible answer means. For instance, concerning the requirement cited above, some of the guidelines for evaluation provided are: (i) Satisfied: The granularity level of the measure allows analyzing its collected data and identifying problems along the execution of a macro-activity or a sub-process; (ii) Largely Satisfied: The operational definition of the measure establishes an inappropriate granularity level (e.g., the measure is associated to a long process), but there are data stored with appropriate granularity (e.g., data collected from activities of that process). Little effort is required to make satisfactory the granularity level of this measure.

As discussed earlier, if the result of an evaluation of a requirement is Largely Satisfied, Reasonably Satisfied or Precariously Satisfied, actions for suitability are suggested, aiming to support the organization to change the evaluated item to fulfill the requirement. So, for each requirement, we identified potential problems and actions for suitability. For instance, for the requirement “The measure has appropriate granularity level”, one of the potential problems and actions for suitability identified are: Problem I: The operational definition of the measure establishes an inappropriate granularity level, but there are data stored with satisfactory granularity level. Actions for Suitability: (a) Correct the operational definition of the measure, setting an appropriate granularity level. (b) Record the new operational definition of the measure in the Measurement Plan. If necessary, a new measure should be created. (c) Record the new operational definition of the measure (and the new measure, if it is the case) in the measurement repository and associate it to the measure and the recorded data.

C. The Body of Recommendations for Software Measurement Suitable for SPC

Although there are models and standards devoted specifically to address measurement, they do not satisfactorily address how to carry out measurement for SPC. Thus, aiming to complement our strategy with a practical guide to organizations carry out software measurement suitable for SPC, we defined the BRSM.

BRSM is composed by recommendations related to eighteen aspects organized in five groups. For each aspect, we defined a set of recommendations. The BRSM groups are (Table 2): (i) Software Measurement Preparation, which contains recommendations related to aspects that should be treated before starting the measurement; (ii) Alignment between Software Measurement and Organizational Goals, which contains recommendations for carrying out measurement aligned with organizational business goals and projects goals; (iii) Software Measures Definition, which contains recommendations for correctly elaborating operational definitions of measures; (iv) Software Measurement Execution, which contains recommendations for appropriately collecting and storing data for the measures defined; and (v) Software Measurement Analysis, which contains recommendations for analyzing the data collected, aiming to meet the information needs previously identified.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluated Item: Measure</th>
<th>Measure Evaluated:</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RM1. The measure is well defined and it is possible to know its name, measurable entity type, measurable element, measure unity and scale.</td>
<td>S LS RS PS D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM2. The operational definition of the measure is correct and satisfactory. The operational definition of the measure includes: measurement procedure, measurement moment, measurement periodicity, responsible for measurement, measurement analysis procedure, measurement analysis moment, measurement analysis periodicity, and responsible for measurement analysis.</td>
<td>S LS RS PS D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM3. The measure is aligned to business goals.</td>
<td>S LS RS PS D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This leads to collecting and recording many values throughout an entity’s lifecycle, and these values can be associated with the measurable entity type “Project” and have periodicity. For example, the measure number of errors reported by the client is collected once in each occurrence of the entity, the measurem ent periodicity determines the collection frequency, influencing directly the number of values collected. It is possible that a measure associated with an entity that normally would have ticker granularity. Thus:

A Brief Theoretical Foundation: The granularity level of a measure influences mainly on the amount of data collected during a project. It is determined by two aspects of the operational definition of a measure: the entity associated with the measure (measurable entity type) and the measurement periodicity. If a measure is collected once in each occurrence of the entity, measures related to smaller entities, such as components of project or product (e.g., modules, artifacts, activities or tasks) have finer granularity than measures associated with larger entities, such as project. However, a measure is not necessarily collected once in each occurrence of the entity. The measurement periodicity determines the collection frequency, influencing directly the number of values collected. It is possible that a measure associated with an entity that normally would have ticker granularity has its granularity level reduced because of the measurement periodicity. For example, the measure number of errors reported by the client can be associated with the measurable entity type “Project” and have periodicity “once a week”. This leads to collecting and recording many values throughout a project, rather than a single value at the end of the project.

Table 3 shows, as an example, some recommendations of the BRSM regarding the aspect “Granularity Level of a Measure”. A brief definition of the aspect is provided, followed by the measurement periodicity and the group and aspects recommended for each measure.

IV. DEVELOPING THE COMPONENTS OF THE STRATEGY: EXPLORING THE SYNERGY BETWEEN THEM

The components of the strategy are related to each other in both the context of the strategy development and its application. Regarding the strategy application, RSMO provides organizations with the knowledge needed for constructing measurement repositories and performing measurement appropriately at initial and high maturity levels. In addition, the knowledge provided by the RSMO can also be useful for better understanding the requirements, guidelines and actions for suitability present in the IESMR, as well as the BRSM recommendations. Concerning the strategy development, the IESMR and the BRSM were defined using the conceptualization (and consequently the vocabulary) provided by the RSMO. Figure 5 shows an integrated view of the strategy components. Black lines represent the relations between components in the context of the strategy development. Gray lines represent how the components are used when the strategy is applied.
components; and (d) identify recommendations that are not explicit in the measurement proposals. Next, discussions regarding each use of RSMO are presented.

A. Using the RSMO to refine the IESMR requirements

The IRSM requirements were identified preliminary from a systematic review of the literature. However, many times, they were not described satisfactorily. For instance, some of them contained some tacit knowledge. Therefore, for each requirement, we performed an analysis taking the conceptualization provided by RSMO into account, in order to solve ambiguities and to adjust the IESMR to the RSMO conceptualization.

As an example, from the systematic review of the literature, we identified the following requirement: “Measurement is aligned with the organization’s goals and provides information needed to monitor them”. Using the RSMO conceptualization, we analyzed this requirement and we noticed that its first part (measurement is aligned with the organization’s goals) is addressed in the RSMO by the concepts of Measurement Goal and Business Goal, and the relation defined based on between them. The second part of the requirement (measurement provides information needed to monitor the organization’s goals) is addressed in the RSMO by the concepts of Measurement Goal and Information Need, and the relation identifes between them. In fact, in the RSMO the relation identifies occurs between Goal and Information Need, but since Measurement Goal is a subtype of Goal, that relation also exists between Measurement Goal and Information Need. The concepts of Measure and Information Need, and the relation meets between them also address the second part of this requirement. Thus, the initial requirement was refined into three requirements, which are in the IESMR checklist for evaluating the measurement plan: (RMP1) The measurement goals are appropriately defined based on business goals; (RMP2) The information needs for monitoring the measurement goals are appropriately identified and related to them; and (RMP3) The measures that are able to meet the information needs are identified and appropriately related to them.

In addition to the use of the RSMO conceptualization to refine requirements, the RSMO axioms were particularly useful to establish guidelines for evaluating some requirements. An example is the requirement “The measure is well defined and it is possible to know its name, measurable entity type, measurable element, measure unity and scale” (RM1 in Table 1). According to RSMO, Measures quantify Measurable Elements, Measurable Elements characterize Measurable Entity Types, and Measurable Entities are instances of Measurable Entity Types. These relations are constrained by axiom A1, which relates measurable entities to measurable elements. A1 was useful to establish the following guideline: “Check the consistency between the measurable entity type and the measurable element (can the measurable element be used to characterize the measurable entity type?)”.

B. Using the RSMO to harmonize terms used in different sources

As discussed earlier, software measurement proposals, models and standards found in the literature were important sources to define the IESMR requirements and BSRM recommendations. However, many times different standards and models use different terms to designate the same concept. In this context, RSMO was used to harmonize terms used in the components of the strategy.

With respect to BSRM recommendations, guidelines established in quality models and standards were grouped according to the BRSM aspects. Next, the RSMO terms were used to harmonize the diverse vocabulary used in these guidelines, in order for us to write the recommendations. For instance, with respect to goals identification, the following guidelines were found: (a) Establish and maintain measurement objectives that are derived from objectives (CMMI) [2]; (b) Quantitative objectives in support of relevant business goals are established (ISO/IEC 15504) [15]. Analyzing these guidelines, we noticed that the terms measurement objectives (a) and quantitative objectives (b), although different, had the same meaning. In the RSMO, they correspond to Measurement Goal. The terms objectives (a) and business goals (b), in turn, correspond to Business Goal in the RSMO. In both guidelines (a) and (b) there is a relation between these terms. In (a), measurement objectives are derived from objectives. In (b), quantitative objectives are established in support of business goals. As the terms measurement objectives and quantitative objectives are equivalent to Measurement Goal in the RSMO, and the terms objectives and business goals objectives are equivalent to Business Goal in the RSMO, the relations are derived from (a) and are established in support of (b) are equivalent to is defined based on in the RSMO. Thus, the recommendation resulting from (a) and (b), using the RSMO vocabulary is: (B1) Identify measurement goals based on the business goals recorded in the organization’s strategic planning.

C. Using the RSMO to integrate the other two strategy components

Although it is possible to use each component of the strategy separately, the use of the strategy as a whole can provide more advantages than the use of each component singly. The IESMR and the BRSM could be used in an integrated way. IESMR can be used to evaluate a measurement repository and BSRM can be used to help organizations perform measurement appropriate to SPC. In other words, IERSM guides the correction of items (measurement plan, measurement repository structure, measures and data) that are not suitable for SPC (i.e., what can be done to fix an item), and BRSM guides the development of new items suitable for SPC. Thus, BRSM can be used when a requirement is not satisfied, making the item to be discarded. The integration of the IERMS and BRSM is mainly made by the RSMO. RSMO allows that
requirements and recommendations addressing the same concepts be identified and used in an integrated way.

During the strategy development, in order to ensure homogeneity and integration between the components, we created tables associating RSMO concepts to BSRM aspects/recommendations and IESMR requirements. Table 4 shows an example concerning the granularity level of measures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRSM ASPECT</th>
<th>IESMR REQUIREMENT</th>
<th>RSMO CONCEPTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identification of Granularity Level of a Measure</td>
<td>RM8. The measure has appropriate granularity level.</td>
<td>All concepts from the Measurable Entities &amp; Measures and Operational Definition of Measures sub-ontologies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As another example of component integration, in the IESMR checklist for evaluating measures, there is a requirement that deals with operational definition of a measure (RM2 in Table 1): “The operational definition of the measure includes: measurement procedure, measurement moment, measurement periodicity, responsible for measurement, measurement analysis procedure, measurement analysis moment, measurement analysis periodicity, and responsible for measurement analysis”. In the BRSM, in turn, there is a specific recommendation that deals with the same aspects addressed by requirements RM1 and RM2. Since this recommendation is quite long, here we described only a small part of it: (B2) The operational definition of a measure must include: (a) the Responsible for Measurement, which is the role fulfilled by the human resource responsible for collecting the measure. The responsible for measurement should be the one that collects the data in a measurement. Examples: systems analyst, programmer, project manager, etc; (b) the Measurement Moment, that is, the moment in which measurement must be performed. The measurement moment must be an activity of the process defined for the project or an activity of an organizational process. Examples: at the “Agreement of the Project Requirements Specification” activity; at the “Perform Unity Tests” activity.

RM1 concerns aspects inherent to the measure itself. RM2 deals with aspects of the measure collection and analysis. At high maturity levels, as aid before, data are used for SPC. In this context, the quality of the operational definitions is even more important, because it is necessary to get a certain volume of data (greater than the volume required at initial levels) and to form homogeneous data groups [16]. This requires data to be collected in a consistent way, and measurement consistency is directly related to the quality of the operational definitions.

B2, RM1 e RM2 are based on the same elements of the RSMO (Measurable Entity Type, Measurable Entity, Measurable Element, Measure, Measurement Unit, Scale, Operational Definition of Measure and other concepts shown in Figure 2 that are related to Operational Definition of Measure by indicates relations), and they can be used in a complementary way for dealing with the same issue. RM1 and RM2 can be used to evaluate and correct existing measures and B2 can be used to help organizations to define new measures.

D. Using the RSMO to identify recommendations

The RSMO conceptualization captures a consensual view and includes relations and constraints that organizations interested in software measurement should respect. During the development of the BRSM, for each aspect, we verified if the relations and constraints presented in RSMO regarding that aspect were addressed by the identified recommendations. Relations and constraints not addressed were incorporated to BRSM as new recommendations. An example is the definition of the measure moment as an activity of the process defined for the project or an activity of an organizational process, in B2. Other example is (B3): Decompose measurement goals when they are large. For measurement goals related to process performance analysis, it is recommended to establish measurement goals for each critical process that will be submitted to SPC. This recommendation is based on the whole-part relation between goals.

V. EVALUATING THE COMPONENTS OF THE STRATEGY

Each component of the strategy was evaluated individually. The RSMO evaluation started with a verification activity, where we checked if the concepts, relations and axioms are able to satisfy the ontology requirements (described by a set of competency questions). Table 5 shows a small fragment of the table used for verification purposes, considering a competency question established for the Measurement Goals sub-ontology.

After that, as a form of validation, we instantiated the RSMO concepts with real elements extracted from measurement repositories of organizations, in order to verify if the ontology was able to represent concrete situations of the real world. Table 6 shows part of an instantiation made to the Measurable Entity & Measure sub-ontology.

Although the RSMO had been conceptually evaluated, it would be important to evaluate its use in real situations. Since the IESMR and the BRSM were built based on the RSMO, the evaluation of these components also served to evaluate the RSMO.
Considering the IESMR, it was used for evaluating the measurement repositories of three organizations [14]. First, we checked if the identified requirements were correct. We checked if a measure that fulfilled the IESMR requirements could be effectively used in SPC and if a measure that did not fulfill the requirement was really unsuitable for SPC. For this, we plotted the data collected for the measures to be evaluated in control charts. As result, we observed that the measures considered suitable for SPC according to IESMR could be correctly plotted in control charts and they provided useful information about the process performance. By contrast, the measures considered unsuitable by IESMR could not be plotted in control charts or they did not describe the process performance. We also verified if the IESMR content was correct. One of the organizations whose repository was evaluated by IESMR carried out the actions suggested and, after that, the behavior of the critical processes was successfully analyzed using SPC techniques.

Finally, the BRSM was evaluated by experts using peer reviews. The reviewers were appraisers that are able to perform assessments in high maturity levels, since they have knowledge about SPC and practical experience with high maturity organizations. Next, recommendations were used by some organizations in practical situations.

The IESMR and BRSM evaluations served as an indirect evaluation of the RSMO. The common vocabulary proposed by RSMO was recognized and accepted by people involved in the evaluations. Despite of different people profiles (some were experts in SPC, others beginners), they agreed about the vocabulary and the conceptualization adopted.

VI. RELATED WORKS

Regarding the software measurement domain, there are some initiatives committed with ontology-based modeling and formalization of this domain, such as the one proposed by Martin and Olsina [17] (called here MO ontology) and the one proposed by Bertoa, Valleccillo and García [18] (called by them SMO). These works are focused on the basic aspects of measurement and are very in line with our Measurable Entities & Measures sub-ontology, since they are inspired in some common sources, such as ISO/IEC 15939 [18].

Concerning the similarities, there are many common concepts, such as concepts related to measurable entities (entities in the MO-ontology and SMO), measures (metrics in the MO-ontology, and measures in SMO), measurable elements (attributes in MO-ontology and SMO). However, there are also many differences. For instance, several concepts present in RSMO are not explicit in these ontologies, such as Goal specializations. Although not shown in the models presented in this paper, RSMO distinguishes between types of measurement goals, in order to make explicit the application of a measure according the goal to which it is associated. This information is relevant for defining a measure appropriately. Besides, since those works did not focus on measurement aspects related to high maturity levels, they also did not address many concepts addressed by RSMO, such as process performance baseline, process capability and specified process performance. RSMO addresses high maturity, especially in the Software Process Behavior sub-ontology and part of the Operational Definition of Measures sub-ontology. A detailed discussion about the differences between RSMO and those proposals can be found in [10].

Although the use of UFO as a basis to our ontology is not discussed in this paper, we can state that it was of great value and a distinction point of our work when compared with these other two. It allowed identifying several problems and drove the ontology engineering process, making explicit ontological commitments that were implicit and elucidating conceptual mistakes. Some discussions in this line can be found in [10, 11, 12, 19].

Regarding the use of measurement ontologies as a basis for developing tools and techniques to support software measurement, García and colleagues [25] developed some applications of their software measurement ontology, including its use for defining a data quality model for Web portals. They also discuss the use of their ontology for analyzing differences and similarities between measurement standards. Although these authors make a broad discussion about the use of their ontology, discussions do not include details with respect to the synergy between elements of proposals.

With respect to the evaluation of measures for SPC, Tarhan and Demirors [20, 21] defined measure usefulness to SPC as a requirement for choosing a process to be put under SPC. Nevertheless, since the focus of their approach is the selection of processes to SPC, the approach is limited to evaluating measures. These authors themselves state that the study of the usefulness of measures considering only the attributes defined by their proposal is not enough to select the most appropriate measures to SPC [20].

Concerning the recommendations for software measurement, there are several works addressing software measurement process, such as [1, 4, 22]. However, there is still no consolidated set of guidelines on how to perform measurement in order to reach high maturity levels. As mentioned before, models like CMMI [2] do not provide sufficient guidance in this context. With respect to high maturity, we found few studies that deal with measurement. The initiatives of Dumke and colleagues [23, 24] have particular relevance. However, these works deal more specifically with the application of data in SPC than with the measures definition and data collection aiming at SPC.

Although some related works have been presented in this section, we do not found one that discusses the use of a software measurement ontology as basis to establish and maintain integration between elements of a strategy. Besides, the development of RSMO based on a foundational ontology (UFO) is also a differential of our proposal.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we discussed the use of a reference domain ontology as a basis for defining a strategy for software measurement aiming at SPC. The strategy is composed by
three components: RSMO, IESMR, and BRSM. RSMO provided the common vocabulary and the knowledge used for developing the other two components. The use of RSMO contributed for harmoniously integrating the other two components and allowed refining their content. On the other hand, the evaluations of the IESMR and the BRSM served as an additional evaluation of the RSMO.

As pointed by several authors, such as Guizzardi [6], domain reference ontologies are useful to assist humans in tasks such as meaning negotiation and consensus establishment. This is the case of the use of RSMO for developing the strategy presented in this paper. There are other initiatives that also focus on developing ontologies for the Software Measurement domain, such as [18, 25]. However, at the best of our knowledge, none of them used the proposed ontology to establish a strategy for measurement in both initial and high maturity levels.

Regarding the IESMR and the BRSM, we are aware that we need to use them in a larger number of actual situations, in order to make a better evaluation. We gave tutorials regarding the recommendations present in the BRSM, and currently it is being used by three organizations that are starting SPI programs. The initial results of this practical evaluation are being obtained. IESMR is being used for evaluating the measurement repository of an organization that is starting to apply high maturity practices.

Finally, RSMO is being used as a conceptual specification for developing and integrating tools and measurement repositories of the High Maturity Environment at LENS (Software Engineering Laboratory) in COPPE/UFRJ. This environment aims to support software organizations to accomplish process improvement practices, especially at high maturity levels. RSMO is also being used as a reference conceptual model for developing tools to support software measurement in ODE (Ontology-based Development Environment) [26] at NEMO (Ontology & Conceptual Modeling Research Group) in UFES.
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